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  Design Fundamentals 
Value 

Value is the degree of light and dark in a painting. Value provides both interest and contrast, and 
assists in distinguishing shapes one from another. If there are no values, there are no  shape 
 distinctions – shapes absolutely cannot be read without value distinctions. Values are typically 
placed on a numeric scale. For example, one of the most popular is a 10-value scale where there 
occur 8 values between white and black. When I am painting fast, I don't have time to think about 
10 values. I try to simplify all parts of my painting process and so it is with my value scale. I use a 
scale with only 4 values: 2 values placed between white and black. Fewer values are easier to 
consider while painting and a simplified value pattern creates a more dramatic impact in the work. 
  

My Simplified Four Value Scale:  

Light Value. Light Value is the lightest of the four values and typically shows itself as pure white. 
It is positioned at top end of the four value scale. This value combined with the Dark Value will 
comprise only 20-25% of your painting. The lightest light will often be used to highlight the center 
of interest.  

Light Middle Value. Light Middle Value combined with Dark Middle Value will make up roughly 
75-80% of most paintings. Nearly all values in a typical painting will fall in the middle value range.  

Dark Middle Value. Dark Middle Value may be substituted for your darkest value in paintings that 
have a close value range.  

Dark Value. Dark Value is always the darkest dark in a painting. Combined with Light Value, Dark 
Value will comprise 20-25% of your painting. The Light and Dark Values form the highest contrast 
and are often used together at the center of interest.  

Amateur painters are often afraid to put in dark values, so their paintings lack contrast and often 
appear anemic. When doing painting demonstrations in workshops I often hear loud gasps when 
I put in my dark values because they are really dark. By utilizing rich dark values, the light values, 
by contrast seem much lighter - and the lighter the light values, the darker and richer the dark 
values appear. In painting contrast is king!  

Value can also be used to create moods. A predominantly dark value pattern can be used to 
create a darker mood or to communicate a time of day when there is little light. The opposite is 
also true. A predominantly light value pattern may be used to create a softer look and feel. Think 
about a foggy morning. The fog neutralizes value contrasts so that the value scale may be only 
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middle values with no light or dark extremes.  

Check Your Values as You Paint. Here is a fun and easy way to check the values in your 
paintings. You can check after the painting is complete, or (what I like to do) check during my 
painting process to make sure my values stay accurate. Use your phone (I use an iPhone) or a 
camera to take a picture of the painting, then use the color modification settings to turn it into a 
black and white image. This will immediately show you the values in your painting. This quick 
process gives you instant feedback on the lights and darks so that you can modify them as you 
go to make sure they support the intentions of your work. This is the quickest way I know to 
access a value study.  

Value Studies. Value studies are a great way to determine a value pattern prior to beginning your 
painting. When I paint anything but abstracts, I always utilize a value study as a planning guide for 
my painting. Value studies are simply small studies with painted values, done only in black and 
white, that you use as a planning tool for a painting. Used correctly, they are an invaluable pre-
planning tool. Value and color should never be confused, they are completely independent one 
from another. You can create a good painting with only one color, but you cannot create a painting 
with only one value.  


